JESSIE
HOT, WET & READY
AVAILABLE
DAY & NIGHT
903-392-0023
SHE-MALES
TransSexuals

‘Portland’s largest selection of functional She-Males living as women!’

PASSABLE MODELS | HERMAPHRODITE | SUBMISSIVE | DOMINATE | FETISHES

DISCREET & CONFIDENTIAL

503-475-5030

Clean, safe, & always discreet! fun
actual model • what U see is what U get

Hottest Asian Shemale in town!

TS Asha Rai
5’6”, 125lbs.
38DD & 8’
fully functional
Surprise!

On call 24/7 • Full Service •

As Seen on TV

Dorothy and Friends

Women

30’s 40’s Outcall

Servicing Portland,
Vancouver and Salem Areas

(503) 287-0279

Horny Little Devil

•

503 282 0260

$100

(503) 330-6081

$100

503-891-7177

Sexy Mature SLUT!

Helping Hands for Hire

Erotic Rubdowns and so much more!
ask for: Janey

(503) 808-0740

503-207-4572

971-207-4572

Cum Play with Brielle

Actual Photo Friendly and Reliable

503-206-7721

503 391 763

Stay in and relax with me

Erica

Incall Special $150

Hope

$206/hr. GFE Incall
Older Gents Preferred
Sexy 33 yr old ready to please you!
Discreet SW Incall
503-841-5525

Now Hiring
Reliable ladies for Female Owned Escort Service
1.888.333.0675

Sweet & Petite Ebony Treat
5’3” 110 lbs.
34B-28-32
Ask for Tiffany
503-789-5221

34 YR. OLD HOT BLONDE MILF
Seeking Discreet Pleasures
503-268-9065

Sweet - Succulent - Petite Satisfaction Guaranteed
Lee Lee
Incall/Outcall 24/7
503-553-9865

Love Pretty Feet?
(503) 287-2197
Candyce Can
Gentlemen Preferred
Actual Photo
503-995-8526

Lindsay
24/7
Incall/Outcall
503-669-0439

Sara
Incall
Appt. is free if the picture is not me!
503-762-6652

Brandy
Incall Special
$160
Independent
Fun Girl
Cum Play!
503.244.4587

Destiny
New to town... wanna have some fun?
24/7
Incall/Outcall
503-327-4254

Kylie
Entertaining Companion
Seeks Classy Gentleman
Late night rendezvous!
503-287-7655
NEW CLUB!

HEAVEN

LUCKY DEVIL Lounge

Coming Soon...

LUCKY DEVIL LOUNGE
633 SE POWELL BLVD.
PORTLAND, OREGON
(503) 206-7350
WWW.MYSSPACE.COM/LUCKYDEVILLOUNGE
We’re not just your nightlife & entertainment guide...

Exotic offers a full range of commercial printing including magazines, catalogs and full-size brochures & pamphlets.

Adult content is not an issue – if it is legal we’ll print it.

Need a
Print Quote?

Call 503.241.4317 or
email printing@xmag.com for more info.

Skin City

Dirty Tuesdays

With your Hottest Desires.

Tuesday, November 27th
DANTE’S
SW 3rd and Burnside
9PM-1AM

Naughty Talent Contest!
* 1st Place $100
* 2nd Place $50
* 3rd Place Sponsor Prize Package!
* Door Prizes
* Live Music
* Skin City Go-Go Dancers

For Details: www.myspace.com/naughtytalentcontest

Valentine Video
EXTREME FETISHES!
Genuine Taboo!

REAL S&M!
STUFF TOO WILD
FOR THIS AD!

6935 N. FESSENDEN
PORTLAND, OREGON
MON. - FRI. NOON-9PM, SAT. - SUN. NOON-6PM • ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

Phoenix Media

SERVICE HIGHLIGHTS

Print:
Flyers
Posters
Stickers
Brochures
Business Cards

Design:
Web Design
Graphic Design
Corporate Identity

Marketing:
Print Ads
Bulk Mailing
Street Promotions

INFO@PHOENIXMEDIA.COM
866-977-0330
WWW.PHOENIXMEDIA.COM

GRAPHIC DESIGN
Flat rates as low as

$75

POSTERS
100 11X17

$85

Business Cards
5,000

$1.25

Flyers Postcards
5,000

$200

Brochures
1,000

$334
I am not a fan of Western movies. I can’t even think of anything good to say about the West Coast. Yet lately I’ve become enamored of the so-called “Spaghetti Westerns”—a genre so named not because it features extended scenes of cowboys eating spaghetti, nor because spaghetti is intimately woven into the plotlines, but because these oft-maligned films were predominantly financed by Italian companies, even though many were filmed in a region of Spain that resembles the American West and afforded a large pool of Spanish peasants willing to pretend they were Mexican peasants.

Emerging with a feral belch in the early 1960s and petering out by the mid-70s, an estimated thousand or so Spaghetti Westerns were made, spewing a nihilistic torrent one could never get away with in Hollywood. The most famous and archetypal of the bunch are Sergio Leone’s “Man With No Name” trilogy starring Clint Eastwood: A Fistful of Dollars, For A Few Dollars More, and The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly. These films were reputedly dark, amoral, and inexplicably angry, showcasing what filmmaker Alex Cox called “a harsh desert world where human life is mercilessly exposed and violence erupts without warning.” I say “reputedly” because as of this writing, I’ve never seen a Spaghetti Western. And I’m not sure I want to, because I can’t imagine the actual movies being better than the soundtracks.

Everyone alive who isn’t a complete, flat-out dillhole and jerkwad has heard the ghostly whistling title track to The Good, The Bad, and the Ugly, yet that is but the tip of a majestic iceberg. A thousand films yield a LOT of fucking soundtracks, nearly all of them imbued with a uniquely Italian sense of operatic, cinematic, overstated grandiosity. Lone whistles sail over whips, bells, thunderous kettle drums, slashing violins, twangy surf guitars, and rooty-toot-tooting trumpets, yielding a sound as big as the untouched Western landscape. It’s a sound as authoritatively violent as if God had wrested the Grand Teton from its roots and hurled them crashing into the Grand Canyon.

And despite its orchestral trappings, it’s a sound more macho than any big-dick hip-hop or steroidal metal. It conjures the smell of leather, gunpowder, ball sweat, and Tabasco. It induces mental images of a savage, stark, vicious, unre lenting world, a world free of justice and deodorant. My heartbeat starts a-gallopin’ when I hear it, and I want to grow a mustache, dress from head to toe in black, grab a gun, mount a horse, and start subjugating people. I want this music to be my life’s soundtrack, but alas, my life is not nearly this exciting.

Although these soundtracks were composed by scores of men with olive-oily surnames, one short man stands tall above all others: Ennio Morricone, who can’t even speak English, much less ride a horse into the Arizona sunset. Considered by many to be the most gifted film composer of all time, Morricone received a lifetime-achievement Oscar last year. The beady-eyed genius delivered his acceptance speech in Italian while Clint Eastwood stood by his side, doing a lousy translation job.

That was an essential moment. The reason we need creative people is because they construct fake worlds that are better than the real world could possibly ever be. Through the Spaghetti Westerns, Italians of the 1960s infused the American West of the 1800s with more drama than Americans EVER gave it—definitely in the movies and probably in real life.

Even though I’m a non-Italian American, I somehow feel empowered. I wish the Italians HAD conquered the West, and at least the pizza would be better out there. The West has been tamed, and there’s no place left to run, much less gallop. What used to be a lonely frontier is now the most overcrowded part of the country. Yet one only needs to put on the headphones and dive into that music, and the West is once again as wide-open as outer space.
2-GIRL SPECIAL! ONLY AT PRIVATE RENDEZVOUS CALL FOR DETAILS

Erica

- The Hottest Models
- Largest Selection
- #1 in Customer Satisfaction

The Gentlemen's Choice in Private Lingerie Modeling

Private Rendezvous
503.222.HOTT (4688)
9525 SW Beaverton Hillsdale Hwy.
Call for hours.

Secret PLEASURES
503.644.5730
4345 SW Rose Biggi Ave.
Sun-Thu 10am-2am, Fri & Sat 10am-4am
secretpleasures.net

Private Pleasures
503.768.9235
5W 53rd & Barbur Blvd.
24 Hours / 7 Days
We received the following letter in response to the article
Divine Pimpin': How Cult Leaders Use Sex to Control Their Sects
(August, 2007), which examined sex-abuse allegations against
ten reputed cult leaders. We are reprinting the letter without
correcting any of the dozens of mistakes included in the original.

This is a weird email coming from me. I am punk fucking rocker hardcore
skinhead journalist, actor and all around artist. I write for various hard-
core punk web zines and use to write for Disheveled.

I am really fucking pissed off at u guys right now. I am so fucking livid.
I just read the august issue of EU. It was all good except for one fucking
article that sent my blood pressure rising.

I like cult murders as much as the next punk. All but one of those cult lead-
ers you wrote about are proven to be what u said they were. I agreed with
everything u wrote except for the fucking bullshit u wrote on sathya sai baba.

What you have written, if you bothered to do any research on it at all, is
a bunch of lies created by a bunch of sick fuckers to discredit a man who
does not take one penny from his devotees and has dedicated his life to his
people and social causes. Just ask the owner of the Hard Rock
Cafe enterprise. That dude is pretty fucking brutal and he
is a sai baba devotee. He actually funded the building of
a free hospital in India where all medical services for
everyone are free. How do I know all of this? For one
I have been to India (and used the services of that
hospital when I got sick there) and stayed in the
ashram, I have been an avid reader and fan of Sai
since 1994. I am no fucking idiot. I have studied,
researched and traveled to many places before I
even knew who sai baba was. I am a fighter for
the truth and I was molested as a little kid twice so
believe me I fucking hate sexual misconduct.

Why is it that Sai has never been charged with
a crime? It is a matter of public record in India that
none of these so called victims ever came forward and
pressed charges. Odds are that at least one of them if not
more would have done so.

Those interviews that he grants are very fucking hard to get. It is obvi-
ous that these people who are claiming to have been molested by sai during
these interviews are obviously fucking jealous cuz they probably had no
chance of ever getting an interview with him. Trust me I know how the shit
works and it is just like getting a back stage pass for your favorite band. It is
coveted.

What you printed was hearsay and unsubstantiated and as a matter of
fact everything else u printed about all the other cult figures is true and
has been proven either by the actions of the cult leader or by a court of
fucking law. But none of what u printed about sai fucking baba was ever
proven by anyone at all. Not one document or complaint filed. You really
should do your research instead of printing the first shit u read written by
a bunch of crackpots online. John, do you really believe everything u read
on the internet? If you do you truly are as dumb as you fucking look.

Could I fucking sue you for liable and slander? Boy I wish I fucking
could. I agree that all of those other leaders you wrote about were fucked
up crack pots.

Police will investigate.

What you printed was hearsay and unsubstantiated and as a matter of
fact everything else u printed about all the other cult figures is true and
has been proven either by the actions of the cult leader or by a court of
fucking law. But none of what u printed about sai fucking baba was ever
proven by anyone at all. Not one document or complaint filed. You really
should do your research instead of printing the first shit u read written by
a bunch of crackpots online. John, do you really believe everything u read
on the internet? If you do you truly are as dumb as you fucking look.

Could I fucking sue you for liable and slander? Boy I wish I fucking
could. I agree that all of those other leaders you wrote about were fucked
up crack pots.

Basically even Jesus, as we all know, was hated and feared by many
people. Sai teaches the same things as jesus, and I mean J’s real teachings
not the bullshit the Christians spout.

Do some research next time so don’t you look like a fucking fool yourself
ezz if you knew anything about sai and the people making the accusations,
you would be pretty damn embarrassed by how fucking stupid u really are
ezz he really is on our fucking side.

Fuck off,

kimpunkrock

The article’s author, Jim Goad, responds:
Let me get this clear: You’re a foul-mouthed, ill-tempered, unedu-
cated skinhead Hindu, Kim? Does the phrase “piece of work” mean
anything to you, Snookums?

You’ll need to explain exactly what sort of “journalist” misspells
every other word, mangles all the facts before injecting them with
scattered blasts of venomous personal emotion, and doesn’t even
know how to spell “libel.” Are you kids THAT retarded these days?

I didn’t accuse your pug-ugly Afro-sporting Holy Dwarf of any-
thing. I merely reported that dozens…and dozens…and dozens of
people have INDEPENDENTLY accused
him of sexual molestation for DECADES now.

I researched hundreds of sources for the Divine
Pimpin’ article, and of all the cult leaders I
probed, NO ONE had as hefty a pile of accu-
sations lodged against him as Sai Baba. I’m
talking about reams of paper stacked up to
heaven. And more convincingly, all of the
accusations involved similarly oily “massage”
techniques employed on underaged males.
It was the same sordid story every time.

You ask why he’s never been charged with
a crime. It might have something to do with the
fact that his wealth, despite your misguided claim
that he’s never taken a penny from his followers,
has been estimated at ten billion dollars or more. But

here’s a better question: With all that money and all those
accusations of molestation, why has he never SUED any of his
accusers? And if his stubby little hands are so clean, why did officials
at the US State Department confirm that their travel warning regarding
“inappropriate sexual behaviour by a prominent local religious leader
[in India]” referred to your bouncing baby boy Sai Baba?

I certainly don’t believe everything I read on the Internet. But nei-
ther do I swallow the divine claims and kooky magic tricks of Sai
Baba. And when these accusations have persisted for forty years
over several countries from scores of ex-believers whose stories are
all strikingly similar, I tend to chalk it up to more than jealousy.

You equate a personal audience with a revered religious leader
with “getting a backstage pass for your favorite band.” You are a con-
fused and infantile breech-birth hybrid of a carbon-copy culture, Kim. Whatever your “side” of the discussion is, I don’t want to be on it.

I want to stand firmly on the other side. The smart side. The right side.
You can stay on the side of billionaire accused pedophiles. But stay
away from the fun people like me. I’m truly sorry someone molested
you. But for God’s sake, quit acting like it.
FINANCING PROGRAMS W/ FLEXIBLE TERMS

150 CARS UNDER $250/MONTH!

NO TAX TO OREGON BUYERS!

OPEN 7 DAYS 10AM-7PM

LOCATION #1
9316 NE HWY 99 • VANCOUVER, WA 98665 • (360) 566-9316

NEW FINANCING OPTIONS AVAILABLE

NO TAX TO OREGON BUYERS!

OPEN 7 DAYS 10AM-7PM

LOCATION #2
6810 NE HWY. 99 • VANCOUVER, WA 98665 • (360) 567-CARS

100 CARS UNDER $3000!
КУРНОX PHOTOGRAPHY

ALTERNATIVE
EROTIC
EVENTS
FASHION
FETISH
MUSIC
PORTRAITS
PRODUCT
SPECIAL FX
TEL.206.226.3853

КУРНОX.COM
Extreme Limousine

Featuring Oregon & Washington’s Longest Stretch Hummer Available

- 24 HOUR SERVICE
- RAISED STARGAZER MIRRORED ROOF
- DROPPED DISCO FLOOR
- FULL LENGTH BAR
- KARAOKE
- NEON

PLUS RIDE IN STYLE ON 24s!

CALL TODAY! (360) 883-5511
OR BOOK ONLINE @ WWW.EXTREMELIMOUSINE.ORG

DETAILED BY:
INMAN
Since 1970
360-693-7727
7613 NE 12th St. Johns Rd. #A Vancouver, WA 98665
Join Us... Thanksgiving Day
For A Free Turkey Buffet Starting At 1 pm

Lola & Misty

SOOBIE'S

Join Us Sundays for Service Industry Night
Bring Your OLCC Card for Discounts

Sundays Are Also Amateur Night
Come Try It Out and See What You've Been Missing

New Big Screens!
Come See All The UFC Fights.

For Auditions Please Call Doc At 503-481-1319
Awesome Money In A Great Environment, With The Best Staff Around.

Open from 11am to 2:30am
333 SE 122nd Ave 503-481-1319
It's rare that music can upset me, but when it does, things become dangerous. Even though almost all of popular music conveys sentiments and emotions that I've never felt and never wish to feel, somehow I'm able to remain tolerant. I try to be a peaceful man, but every so often a song will come along that fairly pleads for a violent reaction. Certain songs are unforgivable. There is no plausible rationale for their existence. They beg the listener to wreak vengeance on the cruel, evil tricksters who cared so little about our feelings that they willed such hurtful songs into being.

These “killing songs,” as I call them, convey emotions which are so repellent to me that I feel obligated to end the lives of the musicians who inflicted them on me. For legal reasons, I need to remind you that this is all “funny talk,” and that I really don’t intend to bash these musicians’ skulls, nor would I ever encourage anyone else, through direct instruction or vague suggestion, to do my dirty work for me. But I still think it’s within the parameters of my free-speech rights to insist that it’d be a better world if I were allowed to kill them. That’s all I’m saying, really.

I'm sure your list is different from mine. Different music torments different people. Back in my Boy Scout days, I had a friend who couldn’t get “Kung Fu Fighting”—the song he hated most—out of his head for two weeks! I knew a girl whose loathing for “Who Let the Dogs Out?” was so fulsome, she'd get upset if you even mentioned the title, so I made a point of not only mentioning it, but of downloading the MP3 and torturing her with it.

“Keep on Lovin’ You” by REO Speedwagon

If such indiscretions were legal, I’d really like to roll up my sleeves and personally beat up their singer Kevin Cronin, especially the way he rolls the last syllables of lines in the above-mentioned power ballad:

But you didn’t lissuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu
Carnaval
Festival of Flesh
Located Downtown

330 SW 3rd  503.227.1527

FEATURING Scarlett

18 and Over Strip Club

Provocative Stage Performances

Private Shows Available

Now Hiring Dancers
Call Paula
503-998-2176

photo by: rockinbdigital.com

Tues. - Fri. 4pm-4am • Sat. - Sun. 6pm-4am • Closed Mondays
IF YOUR ADULT CLUB, STORE OR LINGERIE SHOP DOESN'T HAVE A WEBSITE, YOU'RE MISSING OUT ON BUSINESS!

MAYBE YOU WANT A WEBSITE BUT DON'T KNOW WHERE TO START? MAYBE YOU HAVE A WEBSITE BUT AREN'T HAPPY WITH IT?

THE NORTHWEST'S PREMIER ADULT NIGHTLIFE & ENTERTAINMENT GUIDE

NOW OFFERS CUSTOM WEBSITE SOLUTIONS FOR ADULT BUSINESSES.

NO ONE UNDERSTANDS THE ADULT INDUSTRY BETTER THAN US -- WE'VE BEEN AT IT FOR 14 YEARS!

WHY WOULD YOU WANT YOUR WEB SERVICES PROVIDED FROM A NON-INDUSTRY SOURCE?

* 24/7/365 phone support
* 99.9% uptime
* Top-of-the-line dual Intel Xeon servers
* 30 day money back guarantee
* No contracts
* Conveniently billed with your Exotic advertising bill (for current advertisers)
* Complete web design services available from preliminary concept to finished product
* Adult content friendly (If it's legal, we don't care...)
* Packages starting at $15 per month
* Not happy with your current host? We'll move your site to our servers for free!

Getting your business online couldn't be easier!

What are you waiting for?

Call 503.224.2169 or e-mail hosting@xmag.com to get started!

TECHNICAL STUFF:

ALL SITES WE HOST INCLUDE:
CGI, PHP 4 & 5 with Zend Optimizer, MySQL 4+, Perl, Ruby On Rails, Python, SSH, SSL, Cron, Curl, GD, Image Magick, Streaming Audio/Video, FrontPage Extensions, Free PHP/Perl Module Installation and more.

E-MAIL TOOLS:
Web Mail, E-mail Alias, Auto Responders, Mailing Lists, Capture Alias, Spam Assassin, Mail Forwards, IMAP Support, SMTP, POP3 and others.

E-COMMERCE FEATURES:
Shared SSL, Private SSL (fee), Agora Cart, osCommerce, ZenCart, Cube Cart and more.

AND EXTRAS:
 Blogs, Calendars, Live Chat, Forums, Image Galleries, Mailing Lists, Polls & Surveys, Portals/CMS and others.
ACROPOLIS 37
8935 SE Madison (503) 231-6611
Daily 11am-2am—1 stage, full bar, full menu, singers
THE BIG BANG 37
1101 NE Broadway Blvd (503) 244-3320
Daily 11am-2am—1 stage, full menu, bar
BLUSH 17
5145 SE Madison Blvd (503) 226-1131
Mon-Fri 11am-2am, Sat 11am-3am, Sun 7pm-2:30am—lady bar, full menu, lady
BOOM BOOM ROOM 29
8345 SW Barbur Blvd (503) 244-7630
Daily 2pm-3am—lady bar, wine, food, lottery
BOTTOMS UP 6
16900 NW St Helens (521) 919-8864
Mon-Sat 11am-2am, Fri-Sun 3pm-2am—3 stages, full bar, food
CABARET II 16
503 W Burnside (525) 4900
Mon-Sat 2pm-3am—lady bar, food, lottery
CARNIVAL 28
330 SW 2nd St (327) 211-1257
Tues-Sat 4pm-7am—lady bar, nude dancers, full menu
CLUB 82 21
4279 SE 82nd Ave (702) 7947027
Daily 10:30am-2:30am—lady bar, food
COCKTAILS AND DREAMS 30
2400 NW 3rd St (520) 881-2245
Mon-Thu 11:30am-2:30am, Sat 3pm-4am—lady bar, food
DANCIN' BARE 18
644 NW 8th Ave (503) 241-0000
Daily 11:30am-2:30am—lady bar, food, lottery
DEViLS POiNT 11
3106 SE Foster (774) 5820461
Daily 11am-2:30am—1 stage, full bar, food
THE DOLPHIN 17
1171 SE Milwaukie (503) 627-0666
Daily 11am-2:30am—lady bar, food, full menu
DOUBLe DRiLLER TAVERN 10
3352 SE Powell Blvd (760) 707-7906
Daily 11am-2:30am—1 stage, full bar, food, lottery
DREAM ON SALON 19
15920 SE Stark (253) 8675
Mon-Fri 11am-2am—lady bar, full menu, food, bar
DV8 11
1021 SE Powell Blvd (780) 71176
Daily 11:30am-2:30am—lady bar, full menu, food
EXOTICA iNTERNaTIONAL 20
2400 NE Columbia (280) 20281
Daily 11:30am-2:30am—lady bar, full menu, VIP room
HAWTHORN STRIPE 16
1008 SE Hawthorne (322) 4516
Daily 11am-2:30am—lady bar, full menu, lottery
HOTTIES 7
1040 SW Canyon Rd (603) 635-7377
Sun-Wed 5pm-2am, Thurs-Fri 4pm-2am—2 stages, nude bar, after hours, Jupiter
JD'S BAR & NLiGHT 39
4522 NE 80th (388) 97711
Mon-Thurs 11am-2am—lady bar, beer, wine, food
JIGGLES 6
7455 SW Nyberg Rd (492) 35635
Mon-Thurs 11am-2am—lady bar, beer, wine, food, full menu, food
MAGiC GiRDS 16
217 NW 4th (503) 224-8472
M-F 12pm-2am, Sun 4pm-2am—lady bar, food
JODY'S BAR & GLiRiLL 13
1209 SW Broadway (227) 0202
Daily 11:30am-2:30am—lady bar, food, lottery
MAGiC GiRDS 16
217 NW 4th (503) 224-8472
M-F 12pm-2am, Sun 4pm-2am—lady bar, food
MONTego'S 17
1582 SE Division (711) 743-3593
Luncheon, 7am-2pm, Fri-Sun 11am—1 stage, full bar, food
NICOLaI ST. CluBause 17
2480 NW 24th (227) 0586
Mon-Fri 11:30am-2am—lady bar, food, lottery
THE PALLAS 30
1369 SE Powell (760) 941112
Mon-Sat 11:30am-2:30am—lady bar, food
Pirate's Cove 31
7417 NE Sandy (503) 221-9611
Daily 11am-2:30am—lady bar, food, lottery
PoP-A-TOp 30
8370 NE Columbia (521) 281312
Mon-Sat 11:30am-2:30am, Sun 3pm-3am—lady bar, food
RiVerside CoRrAL 30
945 SE Scarsdale (503) 3802
Mon-Sat 11:30am-2:30am—lady bar, food, lottery
ROOSTER 30
605 N Columbia (529) 1351
Mon-Sat 11:30am-2:30am—lady bar, beer, lottery
RIVERSIDE CorRAL 30
945 SE Scarsdale (503) 3802
Mon-Sat 11:30am-2:30am—lady bar, food, lottery
ROOSTER 30
605 N Columbia (529) 1351
Mon-Sat 11:30am-2:30am—lady bar, beer, lottery
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